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Recursive matrices}bi-infinite matrices such that each row can be recursively
computed from the previous one}have been revealed to be a useful tool in the
study of signal analysis and filter theory. In particular, recursive Toeplitz and
w xHurwitz matrices are used in 3 to give an algebraic interpretation of signal
processing. In this work we introduce the notion of block recursive matrix, and we
show that an important property of scalar recursive matrices, namely, the product
rule, also holds in the case of block matrices. We also give conditions under which
a block Hurwitz matrix of step k can be seen as a scalar Hurwitz matrix of the
same step. Q 1999 Academic Press
AMS subject classification: 42C15, 65D, 65Y20.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe general theory of recursive matrices stated in 1 has recently been
revealed to be a powerful tool to represent and easily handle the basic
operations of filter theory. In this paper we introduce the notion of block
recursive matrix, namely, a bi-infinite recursive matrix whose entries
belong to the ring of square matrices of fixed order n G 2, with elements
in a given field.
We show that also in this non-commutative framework one of the most
important properties of scalar recursive matrices is preserved, that is, the
fact that}under suitable conditions}block recursive matrices can be
multiplied and the product is again a block recursive matrix which can be
explicitly described. The proof of this property is the first main result of
this work.
The second main result arises from a practical application. It has been
w xshown in 3 that an M-channel filter bank FIR system can be described in
recursive notation by products of scalar Toeplitz and Hurwitz matrices and
their transposed matrices.
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This fact allows us to give a simple algebraic characterization for
analysis]synthesis systems which are alias-free and with perfect recon-
struction condition. In particular, the alias-free condition can be trans-
lated, in algebraic terms, into the assumption that a block Toeplitz matrix
is also a scalar Toeplitz matrix.
In this work we consider the more general problem of studying the
conditions under which a block recursive matrix is also a scalar recursive
matrix. This is the case for block Hurwitz matrices; the proof of this
assertion is given in Theorem 5.1.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
In this section we recall some basic notions which will be used in the
rest of the paper.
In the following, the symbol Z will denote the ring of integers, and
N, Zq, Zy will denote the sets of non-negative, positive, and negative
integers, respectively.
Ž .Let A be a commutative or non-commutative ring with unity.
A Laurent series in A is a formal series
a [ a t iÝ i
igZ
Ž .where t is a formal variable , in which an index h exists such that, for
every i - h, a s 0.i
Ž .For every non-zero Laurent series a [ a , the degree of a will be thei
smallest integer n such that a / 0. We will denote the degree of a asn
Ž .deg a .
qŽ .The set of all Laurent series in A will be denoted by the symbol L A .
qŽ .The set L A of all Laurent series in A can be endowed with the
usual sum and convolution product operations, namely, if a [ Ý a t iiG h i
i qŽ .and b [ Ý b t are Laurent series in L A , the sum a q b and theiG k i
convolution product ab are the Laurent series defined as follows:
a q b [ a q b t iŽ .Ý i i
i
iyk
iab [ a b t .Ý Ý j iyjž /iGhqk jsh
qŽ .L A turns out to be a ring with respect to the operations previously
defined.
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The identity elements for sum and product are the zero-series z and the
one-series ¤ , respectively, where
z [ 0 t iÝ
igZ
¤ [ d t i ,Ý i , 0
igZ
where d is the Kronecker symbol.
In the following, we wish to study the interplay between two different
qŽ .rings of Laurent series, namely, the ring L K , where K is a fixed field,
qŽ . Ž .and the ring L M , where M is the K-algebra of square n = n -matrices
with elements in the field K, for a fixed integer n G 2.
qŽ .In order to avoid confusion, the series in the ring L K will be called
qŽ .scalar Laurent series, while the series in L M will be called block
Laurent series.
A block Laurent series is a formal series
aŽyk . aŽyk . ??? aŽykq1. aŽykq1. ???00 01 00 01
yk ykq1Žyk . Žykq1.a s t q t q ???a ??? ??? a ??? ???10 10 0  0
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
aŽk . aŽk . ???00 01
kŽk .??? q t q ???a ??? ???10 0
??? ??? ???
We remark that a can also be seen as a matrix, whose elements are
scalar Laurent series,
a Ž0. a Ž0. ???0 1
Ž1.a s ,a ??? ???0 0
??? ??? ???
where
a Ž0. s aŽyk .tyk q aŽykq1.tykq1 q ??? ??? qaŽk .t k q ???0 00 00 00
a Ž0. s aŽyk .tyk q aŽykq1.tykq1 q ??? ??? qaŽk .t k q ???1 01 01 01
??? ???
a Ž1. s aŽyk .tyk q aŽykq1.tykq1 q ??? ??? qaŽk .t k q ???0 10 10 10
??? ???
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EXAMPLE 2.1. The series
1 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 1
2b s q t q t ;0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0ž / ž / ž /1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 1
that is,
1 q t q 2 t 2 t 2 t q t 2
2b s t 1 1 q t 021 2 q 2 t 1 q t
is a block series.
We note that, in the usual sum and convolution product operations,
block Laurent series can be considered both as formal series whose
coefficients are square matrices of given order n G 2 and as matrices
whose elements are scalar Laurent series. In both cases sum and convolu-
tion product operations give the same results.
qŽ .It is easily seen that the ring L K is a field. Hence, for every non-zero
qŽ . y1series a g L K its reciprocal series a exists, namely, a Laurent series
such that aay1 s ¤ s ay1a .
qŽ .If b is a Laurent series of L K with positive degree, we define the
composition a ( b as the Laurent series
i
i ja ( b [ a b s a b t .Ý Ý Ýi i jž /
i i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that deg a ( b s deg a ? deg b .
It is possible to define the product of a block series a [ Ý A t i giG h i
qŽ . j qŽ .L M and a scalar series b [ Ý b t g L K as follows:jG k j
iyk
ia b [ A b t .Ý Ý j iyjž /iGhqk jsh
Ž .Moreover, in the case where deg b ) 0, the composition a ( b of a block
series and a scalar series can be defined as
i
i ja ( b [ A b s A b t .Ý Ý Ýi i jž /
i i j
We point out that, in both definitions, the products of the coefficients of
the two series a and b are scalar multiplications of an element of the
Ž .K-algebra M K and an element of the field K.
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qŽ .EXAMPLE 2.2. Let R be the field of real numbers, and let L M be
the R-algebra of the square 2 = 2 matrices with real elements. Consider
qŽ . qŽ .the series a g L M and b g L R ,
1 2 0 1 2 3 2a s q t q t ,ž / ž / ž /3 1 1 0 0 1
that is
1 q 2 t 2 2 q t q 3t 2
a s ,
2ž /3 1 q t
and
b s 1 q t .
The product a b is the series
1 q t q 2 t 2 2 q 3t q 4 t 2
a b s .
2 2ž /3 q 4 t q t 1 q t q t
qŽ .Now consider the series g g L R defined as follows:
g s t q t 2 .
The composition a (g is the series
21 2 0 1 2 32 2a (g s q t q t q t q tŽ . Ž .ž / ž / ž /3 1 1 0 0 1
1 q 2 t 2 q 4 t 3 q 2 t 4 2 q t q 4 t 2 q 6 t 3 q 3t 4s .
2 2 3 4ž /3 q t q t 1 q t q 2 t q t
3. DECIMATION
In this section we recall the definitions of decimation operators on
scalar Laurent series together with their main properties, which will be
widely used in the next section. For a more complete description of this
w xtopic from the recursive point of view, see 2 .
i qŽ .If a s Ý a t is a series in L K and k a fixed integer, k G 2, thei i
k-decimated series relative to a are the k series a , a , . . . , a defined0 1 ky1
as follows:
k i ² < : iD a s a [ a t s ki a t ,Ž . Ý Ý0 0 k i
i i
?????
k i ² < : iD a [ a [ a t s ki q r a t ,Ž . Ý Ýr r k iqr
i i
?????
k i ² < : iD a [ a [ a t s ki q k y 1 a t .Ž . Ý Ýky1 ky1 k iqŽky1.
i i
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The series a can be recovered from its k-decimated series. In fact, easy
computations show that
a s a ( t k q ??? qt r a ( t k q ??? qt ky1 a ( t k , 1Ž .Ž . Ž .0 r ky1
The next proposition describes the k-decimated series of the product of
two given series.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let k G 2 be a fixed integer and a , b two Laurent
series. The 0 th k-decimated series of the product ab is
ky1
kD ab s a b q t a b ,Ž . Ý0 0 0 i kyi
is1
and, for 0 - r - k, the rth k-decimated series of ab is
r ky1
kD ab s a b q t a b ,Ž . Ý Ýr i ryi i rqkyi
is0 isrq1
where a , b denote ith k-decimated series of a , b , respecti¤ely.i i
4. BLOCK RECURSIVE MATRICES
In the following we will make use of some results of the theory of
w xrecursive matrices, stated in 1 , which we extend to the block matrix case.
We recall here some definitions and notations.
Let A be a ring, and let M be the A-module of bi-infinite matrices over
A, namely, matrices M: Z = Z “ A.
w xLet B s b be a matrix in M. For every i, j g Z, the generatingi, j
function of the ith row and the jth column of B will be denoted by
Ž . w xB i , B j , respectively:
B i s b t jŽ . Ý i , j
j
w x iB j s b t .Ý i , j
i
Ž .DEFINITION. For every non-zero Laurent series a , b the a , b -recur-
si¤e matrix is the unique matrix B g M such that
B i s a ib for e¤ery integer i .Ž .
Ž .The matrix B will be denoted by the symbol R a , b . The series a is
called the recurrence rule of B, while the series b is called the boundary
¤alue of B.
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We recall that the main property of recursive matrices is the fact that
the product of two recursive matrices, such that the recurrence rule of the
second one has positive degree, can always be performed and it is again a
Žw x.recursive matrix 1 .
Our next goal is to define the notion of block recursive matrices, and
show that the product of such matrices satisfies the same properties as in
the scalar case. In the following, K will be a field, M the K-algebra of
square matrices of given order n G 2 with elements in the field K, and M
the M-module of bi-infinite matrices over M.
qŽ .DEFINITION. Given a non-zero scalar Laurent series a g L K , and a
qŽ . Ž .non-zero block Laurent series b g L M , the a , b -block recursi¤e
matrix is the unique matrix B g M such that
B i s a ib for every integer i .Ž .
Ž .The matrix B will be denoted by the symbol R a , b , as in the scalar
case, and the series a and b are still called the recurrence rule and the
boundary value of B, respectively.
We point out that, in this case, the recurrence rules b of the matrix B is
a block Laurent series which can be seen both as a formal series whose
coefficients are square matrices and as a matrix whose elements are scalar
Laurent series, as we have shown in Section 2.
Ž .EXAMPLE 4.1. The matrix B s R a , b , where
a s 1 q t
and
1 0 1 2 0 0y1 2b s t q q t ,ž / ž / ž /0 1 0 3 0 5
that is
ty1 q 1 2
b s ,y1 2ž /0 t q 3 q 5t
is the block recursive matrix
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
??? 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ???
0 1 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 ???
Bs .1 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ???
0 1 0 4 0 3 0 5 0 5 0 0 ??? ???
1 0 3 2 3 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 5 0 7 0 8 0 10 0 5 0 0 ???
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Ž .THEOREM 4.1 Product Rule . Let K be a field, and let M be the
Ž .K-algebra of square n = n matrices with elements in the field K, for a fixed
qŽ .integer n G 2. Let a , b, g , d be non-zero Laurent series, where a , g g L K ,
qŽ .b, d g L M . Suppose that g has positi¤e degree. Then
R a , b = R g , d s R a (g , b(g d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Set R a , b s P s P , R g , d s Q s Q , M s P = Q,i j i j
Ž . Ž .where P and Q are square n = n matrices.i j i j
For every integer h, we have
M h s P Q t i s P Q t i s P Q jŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýh j ji h j ji h j
i j j i j
s P g jd s P t j (g dŽ .Ý Ýh j h jž /
j j
hhs P h (g d s a b (g d s a (g b(g d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
which gives the assertion.
We note that, even if this proof is formally identical to the proof of the
w xProduct Rule in the scalar case 1 , it has a totally different interpretation,
since, in the present case, we are dealing with non-commutative coeffi-
cients.
The fact that the product rule even holds in the present case allows us to
extend immediately to the block case the properties of Toeplitz and
w xHurwitz matrices stated in 2 .
Ž .A block Toeplitz matrix will be a block recursive matrix R t, a , whose
recurrence rule is the series t.
The block series a will be called the generating function of the block
Toeplitz matrix.
Similarly, a block Hurwitz matrix of step k G 2 will be a block recursive
Ž k .matrix R t , a . Also in this case, a is the generating function of the
block Hurwitz matrix.
We have:
COROLLARY 4.1. The product of two block Toeplitz matrices
Ž . Ž . qŽ .R t, a , R t, b , where a , b g L M , is again a block Toeplitz matrix,
whose generating function is the product of the two generating functions:
R t , a = R t , b s R t , ab .Ž . Ž . Ž .
COROLLARY 4.2. For e¤ery positi¤e integer p, the pth power of the block
Ž . Ž p.Toeplitz matrix R t, a is the block Toeplitz matrix R t, a .
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COROLLARY 4.3. The products of block Toeplitz and Hurwitz matrices are
block Hurwitz matrices; more precisely,
R t , a = R t k , b s R t k , a ( t k b ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
R t k , b = R t , a s R t k , ba .Ž .Ž . Ž .
COROLLARY 4.4. The product of two block Hurwitz matrices is again a
block Hurwitz matrix, with a different step:
R t h , a = R t k , b s R t h?k , a ( t k b .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
COROLLARY 4.5. For e¤ery positi¤e integer p, the pth power of the block
Ž k .Hurwitz matrix R t , a is a block Hurwitz matrix with a different step,
p pk kR t , a s R t , b ,Ž . Ž .
where
py1
ikb s a a ( t .Łž /is1
As in the scalar case, every recursive block matrix can be seen as the
qŽ .product of a block recursive matrix whose boundary value is v g L M ,
and a Toeplitz matrix; that is,
qŽ .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a , b be non-zero Laurent series where a g L K ,
qŽ . Ž .b g L M . Then the block recursi¤e matrix R a , b admits the following
factorization:
R a , b s R a , v = R t , b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
5. BLOCK HURWITZ MATRICES
Every block matrix can clearly also be seen as a scalar matrix, and vice
versa. However, in general, a block recursive matrix does not maintain its
recursive structure when it is viewed as a scalar matrix.
A necessary and sufficient condition under which a block Toeplitz
w xmatrix also results as a scalar Toeplitz matrix has been given in 3 . We
now wish to examine the same problem for Hurwitz matrices.
More precisely, the following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient
condition that must be satisfied by the boundary value of a bi-infinite
Hurwitz matrix of step k in order that this matrix is also a scalar Hurwitz
matrix of the same step.
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In fact, we have:
Ž k . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let A s R t , P be an m = m -block Hurwitz matrix of
step k whose generating function is the polynomial matrix
a Ž0. a Ž0. ??? a Ž0.0 1 my1
Ž1. Ž1.a ??? a0 my1P s .
??? 0Žmy1. Žmy1. Žmy1.a a ??? a0 1 Žmy1.
The matrix A is a scalar Hurwitz matrix of step k, with boundary ¤alue gi¤en
by
b s a Ž0.( t k q ta Ž0.( t k q ??? qt my 1a Ž0. ( t k0 1 my1
if and only if
a Ž i. s Dm t ikb i , j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1.Ž .j j
Ž k .Proof. We point out that the scalar Hurwitz matrix R t , b can always
Ž . Ž k .be seen as the m = m -block Hurwitz matrix R t , P , whose generating
function is the polynomial matrix
a Ž0. a Ž0. ??? a Ž0.0 1 my1
Ž1. Ž1.a ??? a0 my1P s ,
??? 0Žmy1. Žmy1. Žmy1.a a ??? a0 1 Žmy1.
where the jth element of each row of the matrix generating function P is
the jth m-decimated series of the series associated with the corresponding
row of the scalar matrix, that is,
a Ž i. s Dm t ikb i , j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1.Ž .j j
Ž k . Ž .Conversely, let A s R t , P be an m = m -block Hurwitz matrix of
step k. In consideration of the above, the matrix A is also a scalar Hurwitz
matrix with generating function b , whenever
t ikb s a Ž i.( t k q ta Ž i.( t k q ??? qt my 1a Ž i. ( t k .0 1 my1
Ž .On the other hand, from identity 1 of Section 3, we get:
t ikb s Dm t ikb ( t k q tDm t ikb ( t k q ??? qt my 1Dm t ikb ( t k .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 my1
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Hence, it must be that
a Ž i. s Dm t ikb i , j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1Ž .j j
Ž 2 . Ž 2 3.EXAMPLE. Let A s R t , b where b s b q b t q b t q b t be a0 1 2 3
scalar Hurwitz matrix with step k s 2:
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ?
??? b b b b ??? ??? ⁄ b0 1 2 3
2??? b b b b ??? ??? ??? ⁄ t b0 1 2 3
4??? b b b b ??? ??? ⁄ t b0 1 2 3
6??? ??? b b b b ??? ??? ??? ??? ⁄ t b0 1 2 3
8??? ??? b b b ??? ??? ??? ⁄ t b0 1 2
??? ??? ??? ??? ?
Now we can compute the 3-decimated series of b and of t 2b and t 4b and
Ž .note that the matrix A can be seen as a 3 = 3 -block Hurwitz matrix with
step k s 2, as we have shown in the previous theorem. We have
a Ž0. s D3 b s b q b t ,Ž .0 0 0 3
a Ž0. s D3 b s b ,Ž .1 1 1
a Ž0. s D3 b s b ,Ž .2 2 2
t 2b s t 2 b q t 3b q t 4 b q t 5b ,0 1 2 3
a Ž1. s D3 t 2b s b t s ta Ž0. ,Ž .0 0 1 1
a Ž1. s D3 t 2b s b t s ta Ž0. ,Ž .1 1 2 2
a Ž1. s D3 t 2b s b q b t s a Ž0. ,Ž .2 2 0 3 0
t 4b s t 4 b q t 5b q t 6 b q t7b ,0 1 2 3
a Ž2. s D3 t 4b s b t 2 s t 2a Ž0. ,Ž .0 0 2 2
a Ž2. s D3 t 4b s b t q b t 2 s ta Ž0. ,Ž .1 1 0 3 0
a Ž2. s D3 t 4b s tb s ta Ž0. .Ž .2 2 1 1
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Ž .From the preceding theorem, A is also an m = m -block Hurwitz
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .matrix A s R t , b s R t , P where
a Ž0. a Ž0. a Ž0. a Ž0. a Ž0. a Ž0.0 1 2 0 1 2
Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.a a a ta ta aP s s .0 1 2 1 2 0 0  0Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. 2 Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.a a a t a ta ta0 1 2 2 0 1
Hence, we have
b 0 0b b b 3 0 0 00 1 2
2b b b 0 0 0P s q t q t .0 0 b 1 2 30  0 0  0 b b 02 30 b b0 0 0 0 1
w xWe point out that the result stated in 3 can also be recovered under
our Theorem 5.1, recalling that a Toeplitz matrix can be seen as a Hurwitz
matrix with step k s 1.
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